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Movie Passes for You!
We really appreciate it when you refer us to a friend,
extended family member or co-worker – and we like to say
thanks with Event Cinemas movie passes! It’s a long
standing tradition that we like to uphold.

Our Services Include:
 Warrants of Fitness (Cars & Trailers)
 Vehicle Servicing
- Lube Only or Full Annual Service
 Cambelts
 Batteries / Brake Fluid Flush / Antifreeze
 Auto Transmission Servicing
 Tyres, fitting and rotation
 Pre-purchase Inspections
 Diagnostic Scanning
 AA Smartfuel Savings
Courtesy cars are available (booking required) or a
local drop off can be arranged.
Visit our website www.epsomautomotive.co.nz for
full details of all our service inclusions.

And as much as we’d like to just surprise you with them,
it’s not always easy for us to make the connection – so we
do rely on you or your friend to tell us!
If you remember you can do both - remind your friend to
mention your name when they book, then drop me an
email Rhett@epsomautomotive.co.nz to tip me off. Your
movie passes will be on their way to you in a jiffy!
What is our ‘Phone Before We Fix’ Guarantee?
A bit like the movie passes, this has been part of what we
do for so long now that we sometimes forget to explain it
to new customers, so here goes…
We surveyed our customers over 10 years ago and found
that the biggest gripe they had with mechanic’s workshops
they had used in the past was unpleasant surprises when
they returned to pick up the car. We made a promise not
to do the same.

So, when you drop your car in to
us for a WOF, service or repair –
we guarantee to phone you once
we’ve diagnosed any fault to
discuss the options and the price.
That way you can decide how
much work you want us to do and
know just what it is going to cost.
We get lots of positive feedback about this and if you
also think it is great feel free to review us on
nocowboys.co.nz or google+ which will help others
find us too.
So there you have us, Epsom Automotive – your local
no surprises, steeped in tradition but using the latest
technology, mechanics!
Rhett, Julian, Glenn, Kyle & Sharon

PS: Welcome Glenn and Kyle to the team –
we’ve posted profiles on our website!)

PS: If you received this newsletter in the post and would prefer to save some trees and receive your newsletter via
email, drop us a line - newsletter@epsomautomotive.co.nz. Plus, don’t forget our movie pass referral scheme. If you have
referred someone and we haven’t sent you any movie passes, please call or email Rhett@epsomautomotive.co.nz.

